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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Panelists 

 Former Justice Joseph Grodin 
 Former Justice Cruz Reynoso 
 Dean Erwin Chemerinsky 

B. The Hundred Year Flood 

 
 “State Supreme Court Beyond Public Influence, Lucas Says” 
 
 Los Angeles Times, May 27, 1987 
 

Despite the voters’ unprecedented rejection last fall of three of its 
members, the California Supreme Court will not be influenced by 
“elections or polls or anything else,” Chief Justice Malcolm M. 
Lucas said in a newly published interview. 

“What happened to us last year was analogous to a 100-year flood 
— a very unusual circumstance, which I do not anticipate 
happening again,” Lucas said in remarks printed in the June 
issue of California Lawyer, a publication of the State Bar.  “ . . . I 
look for a much more tranquil period ahead.” 
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II. OVERVIEW OF JUDICIAL TERMS AND SELECTION 

A. History 

 
 1. Declaration of Independence:  the King “has made Judges 
dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount 
and payment of their salaries.” 
 
 2. Early history in the states — no elections; many states provide 
lifetime tenure. 
 
 3. Mid-19th Century to early 20th Century — partisan elections, 
including in California. 
 
 4. Commission/merit systems and retention elections. 
 
 5. California — retention elections for appellate justices since 1934. 
 
  a. Current California Constitution, article VI, section 16 
 

Subdivision (a):  “Judges of the Supreme Court shall be elected at 
large and judges of courts of appeal shall be elected in their 
districts at general elections at the same time and places as the 
Governor.  Their terms are 12 years beginning the Monday after 
January 1 following their election, except that a judge elected to 
an unexpired term serves the remainder of the term.” 

Subdivision (d)(1):  “Within 30 days before August 16 preceding 
the expiration of the judge’s term, a judge of the Supreme Court 
or a court of appeal may file a declaration of candidacy to succeed 
to the office presently held by the judge.  If the declaration is not 
filed, the Governor before September 16 shall nominate a 
candidate.  At the next general election, only the candidate so 
declared or nominated may appear on the ballot, which shall 
present the question whether the candidate shall be elected.  The 
candidate shall be elected upon receiving a majority of the votes 
on the question.  A candidate not elected may not be appointed to 
that court but later may be nominated and elected.” 
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Subdivision (d)(2):  “The Governor shall fill vacancies in those 
courts by appointment.  An appointee holds office until the 
Monday after January 1 following the first general election at 
which the appointee had the right to become a candidate or until 
an elected judge qualifies.  A nomination or appointment by the 
Governor is effective when confirmed by the Commission on 
Judicial Appointments.” 

  b. Current California Elections Code, section 13210 
 

 Subdivision (d):  “In the case of candidates for Justice of the 
Supreme Court and court of appeal, within the rectangle 
provided for each candidate, and immediately above each 
candidate’s name, there shall appear the following:  ‘For 
(designation of judicial office).’  There shall be as many of these 
headings as there are candidates for these judicial offices.  No 
heading shall apply to more than one judicial office.  Underneath 
each heading shall appear the words ‘Shall (title and name of 
Justice) be elected to the office for the term provided by law?’ ” 

B. Variety of terms 

 
 1. Life tenure 
 
 2. Term limits, with or without reappointment possibility 
 
 3. Retention elections 
 
 4. Contested elections 
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III. LIMITS — OR LACK THEREOF — IN JUDICIAL ELECTIONS 

A. Campaign Contributions 

1. Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar (2015) 135 S.Ct. 1656 

 
Our Founders vested authority to appoint federal judges in the 
President, with the advice and consent of the Senate, and 
entrusted those judges to hold their offices during good behavior.  
The Constitution permits States to make a different choice, and 
most of them have done so.  In 39 States, voters elect trial or 
appellate judges at the polls.  In an effort to preserve public 
confidence in the integrity of their judiciaries, many of those 
States prohibit judges and judicial candidates from personally 
soliciting funds for their campaigns.  We must decide whether the 
First Amendment permits such restrictions on speech. 

We hold that it does.  Judges are not politicians, even when they 
come to the bench by way of the ballot.  And a State’s decision to 
elect its judiciary does not compel it to treat judicial candidates 
like campaigners for political office.  A State may assure its 
people that judges will apply the law without fear or favor — and 
without having personally asked anyone for money. 

2. Citizens United v. Federal Election Comm’n (2010) 558 U.S. 310 

 
Federal law prohibits corporations and unions from using their 
general treasury funds to make independent expenditures for 
speech defined as an “electioneering communication” or for 
speech expressly advocating the election or defeat of a candidate.  
2 U.S.C. § 441b.  Limits on electioneering communications were 
upheld in McConnell v. Federal Election Comm’n, 540 U.S. 93, 
203–209, 124 S.Ct. 619, 157 L.Ed.2d 491 (2003).  The holding of 
McConnell rested to a large extent on an earlier case, Austin v. 
Michigan Chamber of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652, 110 S.Ct. 1391, 
108 L.Ed.2d 652 (1990).  Austin had held that political speech 
may be banned based on the speaker’s corporate identity. 
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In this case we are asked to reconsider Austin and, in effect, 
McConnell.  It has been noted that “Austin was a significant 
departure from ancient First Amendment principles,” Federal 
Election Comm'n v. Wisconsin Right to Life, Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 
490, 127 S.Ct. 2652, 168 L.Ed.2d 329 (2007) (WRTL) (SCALIA, J., 
concurring in part and concurring in judgment).  We agree with 
that conclusion and hold that stare decisis does not compel the 
continued acceptance of Austin.  The Government may regulate 
corporate political speech through disclaimer and disclosure 
requirements, but it may not suppress that speech altogether. 

3. Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., Inc. (2009) 556 U.S. 868 

 
In this case the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia 
reversed a trial court judgment, which had entered a jury verdict 
of $50 million.  Five justices heard the case, and the vote to 
reverse was 3 to 2.  The question presented is whether the Due 
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was violated when 
one of the justices in the majority denied a recusal motion.  The 
basis for the motion was that the justice had received campaign 
contributions in an extraordinary amount from, and through the 
efforts of, the board chairman and principal officer of the 
corporation found liable for the damages. 

Under our precedents there are objective standards that require 
recusal when “the probability of actual bias on the part of the 
judge or decisionmaker is too high to be constitutionally 
tolerable.”  Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35, 47, 95 S.Ct. 1456, 43 
L.Ed.2d 712 (1975).  Applying those precedents, we find that, in 
all the circumstances of this case, due process requires recusal. 

***************** 

After the verdict but before the appeal, West Virginia held its 
2004 judicial elections.  Knowing the Supreme Court of Appeals 
of West Virginia would consider the appeal in the case, 
Blankenship [chairman, CEO, and president of the defendant 
company] decided to support an attorney who sought to replace 
Justice McGraw.  Justice McGraw was a candidate for reelection 
to that court.  The attorney who sought to replace him was Brent 
Benjamin. 
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In addition to contributing the $1,000 statutory maximum to 
Benjamin’s campaign committee, Blankenship donated almost 
$2.5 million to “And For The Sake Of The Kids,” a political 
organization formed under 26 U.S.C. § 527.  The § 527 
organization opposed McGraw and supported Benjamin.  
[Citation.]  Blankenship’s donations accounted for more than two-
thirds of the total funds it raised.  [Citation.]  This was not all.  
Blankenship spent, in addition, just over $500,000 on 
independent expenditures — for direct mailings and letters 
soliciting donations as well as television and newspaper 
advertisements — “ ‘to support . . . Brent Benjamin.’ ”  
[Citations.] 

To provide some perspective, Blankenship’s $3 million in 
contributions were more than the total amount spent by all other 
Benjamin supporters and three times the amount spent by 
Benjamin’s own committee.  [Citation.]  [Plaintiff] Caperton 
contends that Blankenship spent $1 million more than the total 
amount spent by the campaign committees of both candidates 
combined.  [Citation.] 

Benjamin won.  He received 382,036 votes (53.3%), and McGraw 
received 334,301 votes (46.7%).  [Citation.] 

4. Alicia Bannon, Rethinking Judicial Selection in State Courts 
(Brennan Center for Justice 2016) (footnotes omitted) 

 
In the past 15 years, high-cost supreme court races have become 
commonplace.  In the 2000-09 decade, 20 of the 22 states that use 
contested elections to select judges set spending records, and new 
records for contested elections have already been set in five states 
since 2010.  More recently, retention elections, where a judge 
runs unopposed and faces a yes-or-no vote, have seen similar 
patterns.  Average spending per seat in retention elections 
nationwide has increased tenfold from 2001-08 to 2009-14 (from 
an average of $17,000 per seat to $178,000 per seat, respectively).  
In Florida, a 2012 retention election for three supreme court 
justices saw nearly $5 million in spending and was the second 
most expensive judicial election in the country that year.  During 
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the entire previous decade, Florida Supreme Court retention 
elections had seen a paltry $7,500 in spending (all in 2000). 

These spending trends have occurred against the backdrop of a 
series of U.S. Supreme Court decisions that weaken states’ 
capacity to regulate campaign finance.  Most notably, after 
Citizens United v. FEC, which barred restrictions on independent 
spending by corporations and unions, spending by outside groups 
has surged.  In 2013-14, outside spending as a portion of total 
spending in state supreme court elections set a new record — 
much of it coming from groups that do not disclose their donors.  
In 2009-10, outside spending was 16 percent of total spending; in 
2013-14, it was 29 percent. 

These trends also reflect new attention by interest groups in 
judicial elections, most often rooted in battles over tort reform 
and the perceived business-friendliness of state courts.  Nearly 
two-thirds of contributions to supreme court candidates in 2013-
14 came from business interests, lawyers, and lobbyists — all 
interests that regularly appear in state court.  While outside 
spending is harder to track due to weak disclosure laws, many of 
the recent high spenders, such as the Republican State 
Leadership Committee (which spent $3.4 million in total on 
judicial races in five states in 2014) and Pennsylvanians for 
Judicial Reform (which spent $3.4 million on Pennsylvania’s 2015 
supreme court election), are funded either by business interests 
or the plaintiffs’ bar.  (Although both sides have participated in 
the spending arms race, in the aggregate, groups supporting 
conservative justices have far outspent the other side.) 

B. Candidate Speech 

 Republican Party of Minnesota v. White (2002) 536 U.S. 765 
 

The question presented in this case is whether the First 
Amendment permits the Minnesota Supreme Court to prohibit 
candidates for judicial election in that State from announcing 
their views on disputed legal and political issues. 

Since Minnesota’s admission to the Union in 1858, the State’s 
Constitution has provided for the selection of all state judges by 
popular election.  [Citation.]  Since 1912, those elections have 
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been nonpartisan.  [Citation.]  Since 1974, they have been subject 
to a legal restriction which states that a “candidate for a judicial 
office, including an incumbent judge,” shall not “announce his or 
her views on disputed legal or political issues.”  [Citation.]  This 
prohibition, promulgated by the Minnesota Supreme Court and 
based on Canon 7(B) of the 1972 American Bar Association (ABA) 
Model Code of Judicial Conduct, is known as the “announce 
clause.”  Incumbent judges who violate it are subject to discipline, 
including removal, censure, civil penalties, and suspension 
without pay.  [Citation.]  Lawyers who run for judicial office also 
must comply with the announce clause.  [Citation.]  Those who 
violate it are subject to, inter alia, disbarment, suspension, and 
probation.  [Citation.] 

***************** 

There is an obvious tension between the article of Minnesota’s 
popularly approved Constitution which provides that judges shall 
be elected, and the Minnesota Supreme Court’s announce clause 
which places most subjects of interest to the voters off limits.  
(The candidate-speech restrictions of all the other States that 
have them are also the product of judicial fiat.  [Footnote 
omitted.])  The disparity is perhaps unsurprising, since the ABA, 
which originated the announce clause, has long been an opponent 
of judicial elections.  [Citations.]  That opposition may be well 
taken (it certainly had the support of the Founders of the Federal 
Government), but the First Amendment does not permit it to 
achieve its goal by leaving the principle of elections in place while 
preventing candidates from discussing what the elections are 
about.  “[T]he greater power to dispense with elections altogether 
does not include the lesser power to conduct elections under 
conditions of state-imposed voter ignorance.  If the State chooses 
to tap the energy and the legitimizing power of the democratic 
process, it must accord the participants in that process . . . the 
First Amendment rights that attach to their roles.”  [Citations.] 

The Minnesota Supreme Court’s canon of judicial conduct 
prohibiting candidates for judicial election from announcing their 
views on disputed legal and political issues violates the First 
Amendment. 
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IV. DO JUDICIAL ELECTIONS AFFECT DECISION MAKING? 

A. The Crocodile in the Bathtub 

1. Gerald Uelmen, Crocodiles In The Bathtub:  Maintaining The 
Independence Of State Supreme Courts In An Era Of Judicial 
Politicization, 72 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1133 (1997) 

 
The late Honorable Otto Kaus, who served on the California Supreme 
Court from 1980 through 1985, used a marvelous metaphor to describe 
the dilemma of deciding controversial cases while facing reelection.  He 
said it was like finding a crocodile in your bathtub when you go in to 
shave in the morning.  You know it’s there, and you try not to think 
about it, but it’s hard to think about much else while you’re shaving. 

2. “State Supreme Court Beyond Public Influence, Lucas Says” 

  Los Angeles Times, May 27, 1987 
 

Asked about the influence of the electorate on the justices, [Chief 
Justice] Lucas said: 

“Justice Kaus once said that we should ignore the election, but 
it’s a little like ignoring the alligator in the bathtub. . . . My 
thought, however, is that we’ve taken the alligator out of the 
bathtub and made alligator shoes out of it. 

“I don’t think our court is considering elections or polls or 
anything else that is happening in terms of our day-to-day 
activities and decisions,” he said. 

B. Michael S. Kang & Joanna M. Shepherd, Judging Judicial Elections, 
114 Mich. L. Rev. 929 (2016) 

We extend our earlier study here by exploring the empirical 
relationship between attack advertising and judicial decision-
making.  We demonstrate that judges apparently respond to the 
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threat of attack advertising in just the way that critics of judicial 
elections fear.  Television attack ads, which often vilify judges for 
casting votes in favor of criminal defendants, are associated with 
an increase in judicial hostility to criminal defendants in state 
supreme court appeals.  Even if attack advertising does not 
reduce judges’ reelection rates, our findings offer a worrisome 
explanation for this result and depict a considerably bleaker 
picture of judicial elections.  Our findings here, in combination 
with previous work, suggest that judges might feel pressure to 
preempt electoral vulnerabilities on the critical issue of criminal 
law as campaign spending and attack advertising run higher. 

C. “In states with elected high court judges, a harder line on capital 
punishment” 

 Reuters, September 22, 2015 
 

A review of 2,102 state supreme court rulings on death penalty 
appeals from the 37 states that heard such cases over the past 15 
years found a strong correlation between the results in those 
cases and the way each state chooses its justices.  In the 15 states 
where high court judges are directly elected, justices rejected the 
death sentence in 11 percent of appeals, less than half the 26 
percent reversal rate in the seven states where justices are 
appointed. 

Justices who are initially appointed but then must appear on the 
ballot in “retention” elections fell in the middle, reversing 15 
percent of death penalty decisions in those 15 states, according to 
opinions retrieved from online legal research service Westlaw, a 
unit of Thomson Reuters. 

D. “Clashing courts:  Law restricts federal judges’ ability to intervene in 
state criminal cases” 

 Los Angeles Times, September 5, 2015 
 

Some law-and-order groups — and conservatives on the 9th 
Circuit — see the restrictions [on federal courts’ power to 
overturn state convictions] as a valuable correction.  The 
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California Supreme Court should have the last word because the 
justices serve at the will of the voters, said Kent Scheidegger, a 
director of the pro-death penalty Criminal Justice Legal 
Foundation. 

“We can’t get rid of Reinhardt,” Scheidegger said.  “We got rid of 
Rose Bird.” 

E. People v. Lam Thanh Nguyen (2015) 61 Cal.4th 1015, cert. denied 
(2016) 136 S.Ct. 1714 

 
Defendant claims that his constitutional rights to due process 
and a fair trial were violated and are being violated because the 
trial court judge was, and the justices of this court are, subject to 
judicial elections.  Defendant maintains that judges who are 
subject to election cannot be impartial because they might be 
removed from office if they rule in favor of a capital defendant. 

Defendant cites Tumey v. Ohio (1927) 273 U.S. 510, 515–517, 47 
S.Ct. 437, 71 L.Ed. 749, which reversed a conviction for 
possessing intoxicating liquor under the Ohio Prohibition Act 
because the trial was conducted by the mayor of the village.  A 
local ordinance provided that the village would receive half of the 
$100 fine collected from the defendant and the mayor would 
“receive or retain the amount of his costs in each case, in addition 
to his regular salary, as compensation for hearing such cases.”  
(Id. at p. 519, 47 S.Ct. 437.)  The high court recognized “[t]hat 
officers acting in a judicial or quasi-judicial capacity are 
disqualified by their interest in the controversy to be 
decided . . . .”  (Id. at p. 522, 47 S.Ct. 437.)  The high court noted 
that the fact that judges are also taxpayers who would indirectly 
benefit from the collection of fines is not enough to disqualify 
them because “the circumstance that there is no judge not 
equally disqualified to act in such a case had been held to affect 
the question.”  (Ibid.)  However, disqualification certainly is 
required if the judge “has a direct, personal, substantial 
pecuniary interest in reaching a conclusion against [the 
defendant] in his case.”  (Id. at p. 523, 47 S.Ct. 437.)  Here, any 
interest stemming from judicial elections is indirect and 
nonpecuniary, and affects all California judges equally. 
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Defendant also relies upon Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co. 
(2009) 556 U.S. 868, 873, 129 S.Ct. 2252, 173 L.Ed.2d 1208, 
which held that a justice of the West Virginia Supreme Court of 
Appeals should have recused himself from an appeal from a $50 
million verdict against a coal company because the board 
chairman of the coal company had contributed $3 million to 
support the justice’s election.  The high court observed:  “The 
proper constitutional inquiry is ‘whether sitting on the case . . . “ 
‘would offer a possible temptation to the average . . . judge to . . . 
lead him not to hold the balance nice, clear and true.’ ” ’  
[Citations.]  ‘What degree or kind of interest is sufficient to 
disqualify a judge from sitting “cannot be defined with 
precision.” ’ ”  (Id. at p. 879, 129 S.Ct. 2252.)  The high court 
noted that each case that had held that a judge must be recused 
on this basis “dealt with extreme facts that created an 
unconstitutional probability of bias.”  (Id. at p. 887, 129 S.Ct. 
2252.)  No such extreme facts demonstrating a denial of due 
process are present here. 

V. REMEMBERING THE 1986 ELECTION 

VI. THE LANDSCAPE SINCE 1986 

A. California 

1. “Chief Justice George Raises Funds, Criticizes Election Process / 
Abortion foes seek ouster; he says job isn’t affected by it” 

  San Francisco Chronicle, March 6, 1998 
 

Chief Justice Ron George, under attack from abortion foes as he 
faces confirmation by voters in November, yesterday denounced 
the influence of politics on the judiciary. 

******************* 
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It was shortly after his elevation [to Chief Justice] that he 
incurred the wrath of anti-abortion forces because he wrote a 
majority decision overturning a law requiring parental consent 
for teenagers seeking abortions. 

Also targeted is Associate Justice Ming Chin, another [Governor 
Pete] Wilson appointee who joined George in the decision. 

Two other associate justices, Stanley Mosk, first appointed in 
1964 by former Governor Pat Brown, and Janice Rogers Brown, 
another Wilson appointee, are also on the ballot.  But they 
differed with George and Chin on the parental consent decision, 
and have not attracted opposition. 

2. “The specter of more frequent ‘100-year floods’ ” 

  At The Lectern blog, August 20,2014 
 

[Reporting about] an email from a group upset about the 
[California] Supreme Court’s recent decision to strike from this 
November’s ballot a proposition asking the voters to give their 
advisory opinion whether the U.S. Constitution should be 
amended to overturn the U.S. Supreme Court’s Citizens United 
opinion.  According to the email, the state Supreme Court’s action 
“proves we now have a problem with right wing agenda driven 
judges throughout our court system.”  The email identified 
Justices [Goodwin] Liu, [Marvin] Baxter, and [Kathryn] 
Werdegar as three of the five “responsible” judges who are subject 
to a retention election this November and said, “if [the justices] 
think they can act unilaterally to deny the People a chance to 
speak out in opposition to Citizens United, maybe we’ll all come 
out and vote anyway, AGAINST them.” 

B. Other states 

1. “Rejection of Iowa judges over gay marriage raises fears of 
political influence” 

  Los Angeles Times, November 5, 2010 
13 

 



 
Iowa’s rejection of three state supreme court justices who ruled in 
favor of same-sex marriage underscored the growing electoral 
vulnerability of state judges as more and more are targeted by 
special interest groups, legal scholars and jurists said Thursday. 

“It just illustrated something that has been troubling many of us 
for many, many years,” California Chief Justice Ronald M. 
George said.  “The election of judges is not necessarily the best 
way to select them.” 

**************************** 

Although Iowa’s vote will have no immediate effect on marriage 
rights there, it sends a signal to other judges that voters are 
watching. 

“It will pressure judges, or some judges anyway, perhaps even 
subconsciously, in their decision-making by what would be 
popular or what might meet the political preferences of the 
moment,” George said.  “And the judge’s loyalty has to be first 
and foremost to the rule of law, and not to the political or social 
or economic pressures or personal preferences.” 

2. “Tennessee Supreme Court justices win after GOP campaign 
against them” 

  Los Angeles Times, August 8, 2014 

Tennessee voters rejected an effort Thursday to oust three state 
Supreme Court justices who were under attack by conservatives 
for being too liberal for the state. 

Chief Justice Gary R. Wade and Justices Cornelia A. Clark and 
Sharon G. Lee all retained new eight-year terms on the state’s 
highest court. 

Wade and Lee won with 57% of the vote.  Clark won with 56% of 
the vote, according to the Tennessee secretary of state’s office. 
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3. “Outraged by Kansas Justices’ Rulings, Republicans Seek to 
Reshape Court” 

  New York Times, April 1, 2016 

Washington is locked in partisan warfare over control of the 
Supreme Court.  But it is hardly the only place.  Look at the 
states, where political attacks on judicial decisions are common 
and well-financed attack ads are starting to jar the once-sleepy 
elections for State Supreme Court seats. 
 
Nowhere is the battle more fiery than here in Kansas. Gov. Sam 
Brownback and other conservative Republicans have expressed 
outrage over State Supreme Court decisions that overturned 
death penalty verdicts, blocked anti-abortion laws and hampered 
Mr. Brownback’s efforts to slash taxes and spending, and they 
are seeking to reshape a body they call unaccountable to the 
right-tilting public. 
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A friend asked me, while Judge Robert Bork’s nomination to the N

United States Supreme Court was pending before the Senate Judi- port

ciary Committee in 1987, what I would do if Iwere a member of the sma]

committee, and I said I would vote to confirm and pray I would be b1oV

outvoted. I like to think I was being facetious, and that if I were in ic

really in that position, I would act in a more principled fashion, but least

my answer was faithful to the ambivalence I felt then and continue tion
to feel now. In ía

Many of my liberal friends had no qualms about opposing Bork a wi’
and did not understand why I should have any; after all, wasn’t rntri
it Bork’s conservative supporters who spearheaded the campaign tionE

against me? What’s sauce for the goose . . . , my friends said. But ence

then they did not experience the election as I did. slog

I was skeptical of some of Bork’s legal theories and of what to th
seemed to be his tendency to become captive to abstractions, but I M
felt sympathy for him because I knew what he must have been once

going through. It is dreadful for a judge to find himself in the midst she 1:

of a political maelstrom and to see his views exaggerated and mis- be sa

characterized by opponents, as Bork’s views clearly were, at times. after

When opponents sought to demonstrate his bias by subjecting his “phil

opinions to statistical analysis instead of legal analysis, and when some

they put on television a simplistic and misleading advertisement in some

opposition to his confirmation, it reminded me of the 1986 Califor- thing

nia election. Thes

But it was more than sympathy that made me uneasy; it was pects

concern for the integrity of the judicial function and the long-range jiith
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implications of the kind of campaign that was being waged. Granted
that the Senate throughout its history has at times used its consti
tutional authority to withhold confirmation on what might be
called ideological grounds; granted that President Reagan may
legitimately be charged with an excess of ideological zeal in some
of his appointments to the federal bench; and granted that some of
the views that Bork expressed over the years might properly be
viewed as extreme, I still was disturbed by the extent to which Bork
was questioned (and the extent to which he answered!) as to his
views regarding particular precedents and issues as if he were a
politician making campaign promises. I was disturbed also by the
overall politicization of the appointment. Regardless of the result,
it was bad precedent.

the Nevertheless, the politicization of the Bork campaign and its
udi- portent for the future integrity of the judicial branch were both

F the small-time compared to the nature and potential impact of a full
d be blown judicial election such as my colleagues and I went through
vere in 1986. The Senate Judiciary Committee and the Senate itself at
but least provide structured settings for rational inquiry and considera

tion of the criteria thought to be relevant to a judicial appointment.
In fact, the Bork hearings were highly educational; they became for

3ork a while a national pastime, and I was astonished to discover how
isn’t intrigued my nonlawyer friends were with the nuances of constitu
lign tional debate. A judicial election—or at least the one I experi
But enced—lacks such a structure and thus tends to degenerate into

slogans and thirty-second television spots singularly inappropriate
rhat to the evaluation of judicial candidates.
‘ut i Moreover, the federal confirmation process takes place only
een once, before the candidate has served in the position to which he or
idst she is seeking confirmation. At that juncture there is something to
nis- I be said for the Senate acting in counterpoint to the president, who
es. after all is free to take, and presumably does take, the candidate’s

his “philosophical” views into account. A judicial election that occurs

hen some time after the candidate has served in the position poses a
.t in somewhat different problem, for it tends inevitably to become some
for- thing of a referendum on the content of the candidate’s decisions.

These characteristics of judicial elections, along with the ugly as

vas pects of campaign fund-raising, pose risks to the integrity of the

ige j judicial process that are deserving of far more public attention and
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scrutiny than they have thus far received. In this chapter I shall try pect

to explain why. Aroi

first, a bit of history may be useful. During the American cob- calle
nial period King George III retained andexercised the power to ap- usec
point and remove judges—a circumstance so deeply resented by char
the colonists that the Declaration of Independence lists among ers,
its grievances, “He has made judges depend on his will alone, for of c
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their fam
salaries.” Determined to avoid undue executive influence over a sp
the judiciary, eight of the original thirteen states provided in their mini
constitutions for selection of judges by one or both houses of into
the legislature, and the remaining five states qualified executive juris
appointment by insisting on legislative concurrence. Apparently the I
determined further to protect judicial independence, a majority of
the states provided for lifetime appointments, subject to good be- vote
havior. At that time popular elections for judges did not exist. it cai

But in the second quarter of the nineteenth century there was poin
something of a revolt among the citizenry. Judges, who had never sion
been very popular as a group, became even less so. Thomas Jeffer- vaca
son, when he was president, had engaged in vehement attacks on pare
Federalist judges whom he regarded as intent on blocking the pro- SiOn.

gram of the new Democrats. President Andrew Jackson was the 1960

standard-bearer of a new populism that preached voter control miss
over all aspects of government, including the judiciary. bar,

The populist ethos of judicial accountability found common Chie
ground with some leaders of the organized bar, who believed that pose
elections would be a means of improving the quality of the bench gove
(mainly because they thought it would give the bar more of a voice of Ui
in the process) and at the same time of enhancing the authority of mad
the judicial branch by providing it with a base of popular support. prod
The result was a uniquely American phenomenon—the parti- TI
san judicial election. from 1849 (when California became a state) tially
through 1913 all newly admitted states adopted the partisan elec- tion,
tion as a means of filling judicial vacancies upon expiration of a oppc
fixed term, and most of the older states amended their constitu- whel
tions to the same effect. reter

But then the pendulum swung back. Critics began to charge that whi’
elections, and particularly elections based on party politics, were C
inconsistent with the standards of quality and independence ex- tern,

L
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pected of the judicial branch. A search for alternatives began.
Around the turn of the century about a dozen states moved to so

Jo- called nonpartisan elections, in which party designations were not

used on the ballot, but that system also evoked criticism. It was

by charged that selections were in fact still being made by party lead

ing ers, only now the public was being kept in the dark and depriyed

for of cues that would enable them to vote intelligently. Roscoe Pound,

.eir famous jurist and dean of Harvard Law School, in 1906 delivered

ver a speech entitled “Causes of Popular Dissatisfaction with the Ad
ministration of Justice,” in which he asserted that “putting courts

of into politics, and compelling judges to become politicians in many

lye jurisdictions. . . [had] almost destroyed the traditional respect for

itly the bench.”

of In 1913 the American Judicature Society, an organization de

be- voted to improving the administration of justice, was formed, and
it came to advocate two related changes in the way judges were ap

vas pointed. First, it advanced what came to be known as the commis

ver sion plan, or the merit plan, in which a governor in filling a judicial

fer- vacancy would be limited in his selection to a list of candidates pre
pared by some blue-ribbon, and hopefully nonpartisan, commis
sion, Such plans exist presently in about half the states. In the

the 196os a commission plan was proposed for California, but the corn

trol mission it contemplated would have been dominated by the state
bar, which was in turn dominated by the large law firms. Former

on Chief Justice Phil Gibson and many others (including myself) op

hat posed the plan on the ground principally that it would limit the
governor’s discretion unduly and that several of the great justices

)ice of the state (including Gibson himself) would probably not have

of made it onto the sort of lists that such a commission was likely to

ort. produce.
irti- f The society’s second recommendation was to subject judges mi
ate) tially appointed through the commission plan to a “retention dcc

lec- tion,” in which their names would appear on the ballot without

a opposition and voters would vote yes or no on the question of

itu- whether they should be retained in office. The idea was that the
retention election would insulate judges substantially from politics

:hat while preserving the right of the people to pass judgment on them.

‘crc I California was the first state to adopt the retention election sys

ex- tém, though without the merit plan component. It did so in 1934
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through an initiative amendment to the state constitution. Under port

that system appellate justices are appointed by the governor to va- botl

cancies as they occur, subject to confirmation by the Commission ever

on Judicial Appointments. Once confirmed by the Commission, Ii

the justice takes office and begins to serve, but his or her name ap- Sup

pears on the ballot at the first gubernatorial election following the
appointment, and the justice must receive a majority of the votes auti’

cast to continue in office. Appointment is for a twelve-year term, chal

but if the appointee’s predecessor left office before the completion bath

of the term, the appointee holds office only for the balance of that cons

term, and then must stand for election a second time. Tithe ap- COi

pointee receives a majority of the votes cast in that election, he or tion

she does not have to face a retention election for another twelve pt

years. This system applies only to appellate justices; trial court in

judges, who serve for a shorter term, are subject to being “bumped” my]

from their benches by a challenger in a contested election. 1flVC

The background of the 1934 constitutional amendment provides inch

a historical perspective and a touch of irony. In that era it was the maj

conservative elements in society that viewed judicial election cam- and

paigns as a threat, especially in light of the emerging political the

strength of labor unions, The Commonwealth Club of San Fran
cisco, then as now a generally conservative Republican organiza- I Bro’i

tion, had long contended for replacement of judicial elections with The

lifetime appointments, as in the federal system, but it came to recog- seve

nize that was not a politically attainable objective. It settled on the Phil

retention election model on the theory that it would insulate appel- Ofl t.

late justices from the political pressures generated by the existing e C

system of electoral challenge. The principal backers of the 1934 mi- justi

tiative—the state Chamber of Commerce and the state Republican and

party—supported it as a law-and-order measure, necessary to as- later

sure that criminals would receive their just deserts instead of the the

undue leniency unions and other critics of the social order might nun

prefer. And the San Francisco Labor Council was the most vocal entl

opponent of the initiative, arguing that judges should be responsive of a

to the public will. As with the issue of judicial activism, positions role

seemed to depend primarily on who owns the gored ox. nall

From 1934 to 1986 no sitting judge had been removed by a reten- geles

tion election in California, but beginning in the 196os there were cone
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portents of such an eventuality. Contrary to the assumption of

Va- both the proponents and opponents of the 1934 initiative, how

sion ever, the challenge came not from the left but from the right.

ion, In chapter 71 described the sharp decline in affirmative votes for

ap- Supreme Court justices in the election of 1966 after the court’s deci

the sion in Mulkey v. Reitman invalidated a popular initiative that had

otes authorized private discrimination in housing. The next substantial

challenge occurred in 1978 when Chief Justice Rose Bird was on the

tion ballot for confirmation. There was strong opposition led by ultra-

that conservative state senator H. L. Richardson and bolstered by a

ap- coalition of public officials and agricultural interests. The opposi

e or tion, contending that the chief justice was lax on crime, focused

elve partly on a concurring opinion she had written in People v. Caudilto,

ourt in which the majority of the court concluded—quite correctly in

my judgment—that in prescribing more serious penalties for crimes

involving “great bodily injury,” the legislature had not intended to

ides include all rapes in that category. The chief justice agreed with the

the majority but stuck her neck out to write separately on the issue,

‘am- and her opponents made it sound as if the first female justice on

tcal the Supreme Court did not appreciate the horrors of rape. They

pointed also to her reputation for causing friction within Governor

iiza- Brown’s administration and to her lack of prior judicial experience.

rith The latter did not seem to be a major shortcoming in the case of

Dog- several of her predecessors, including two revered chief justices,

the Phil Gibson and Roger Traynor (neither of whom had served a day

pel- on the bench prior to their appointment); but even some support

ting ers of Governor Brown thought he should have appointed veteran

mi- justice Mathew Tobriner or Stanley Mosk to the chief justiceship

[can and made Bird an associate justice, possibly to elevate her at some

as- later time. In addition, the chief had ruffled some feathers within

the the judicial establishment when she assumed control of the Ad

ight ministrative Office of the Courts and started doing things differ

ocal ently. No one in the opposition ever mentioned the chief’s gender,

sive of course, but it would be naive to suppose that it did not play a

ons role in the formation of attitudes toward her chief justiceship. fi

nally, there was the sensational story that appeared in the Los An-

ten- geles Times on the day of the election suggesting that the chief had

iere conspired to withhold a controversial decision until after the elec
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tion (see chapter a.). In the face of all of this opposition Chief Justice M
Bird was confirmed, but by less than 52 percent of the vote—the they

lowest percentage in California history. abou

Some political “experts” decreed that the closeness of the 1978 DeU1

election was attributable to personal characteristics of the chief jus- Corn

tice and was no portent of the future; but the next election, four COJ

years later, proved them wrong. In 1982 the chief was not on the poi

ballot, but four associate justices of the Supreme Court were, and TI

three of these (Cruz Reynoso, Allen Broussard, and Otto Kaus) noui

were opposed by conservatives, including the Republican party to m

and future governor (then attorney general) George Deukmejian too 1

himself. The three were quite different in background, outlook, towa

and judicial performance. What they had in common was that they Justi

were all appointed by the same governor—”Jerry’s judges,” the op- 10r g
position called them. But the death penalty issue lurked in the wing

background. Deukmejian, asked by a reporter to explain the appar- torat

ent inconsistency between his fairly recent vote on the Judicial Ap- shou

pointments Commission in favor of Kaus and his announced op- now

position, said it was because of Kaus’s opinion in a death penalty It

case. And so the die was cast. ausp

The campaign against the Brown-appointed justices was not dept

strongly financed or well run, but despite that fact the three re- agaii

ceived the lowest vote percentages for justices in any previous judi- only

cial retention election except for the 1978 Rose Bird election. Justice threE

Kaus did the best with 57 percent; Justice Broussard came next the l

with 56.2 percent; Justice Reynoso barely made it with 52.4 per- thou

cent. The unopposed justice, frank Richardson, breezed by with get f

76.2 percent, within the normal range. The impact of the campaign tion

was clear. By

My own appointment to the Supreme Court was confirmed by paigi

the Commission on Judicial Appointments just seven weeks after tions

that election. I was under no illusions. I knew that I would be by Bi

on the ballot in 1986 (the next gubernatorial election year) along both

with Justice Reynoso; I knew that Chief Justice Bird would be on turec

the ballot with us; and I suspected that she, at least, would face ceive

organized opposition. But worrying about a retention election was the ‘

the last thing on my mind at the time; I was far more worried about the v

how I was going to get my work done on the court. real
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tice Moreover, from the outset people who seemed to know what

the they were talking about assured me that I had nothing to worry
about. I had an excellent reputation, they said, and Governor

978 Deukmejian, who had voted for me three times as a member of the

us- Commission on Judicial Appointments, had publicly endorsed my

our competence and fair-mindedness when he voted to confirm my ap

the pointment to the Supreme Court.

tnd Then in the latter part of 1984 several groups formed to an

us) nounce their intended opposition not only to the chief justice but

rty to me and Justice Reynoso, as well, on the grounds that we were

ian too lenient toward criminal defendants in general and too hostile

ok, toward the death penalty in particular. (A couple of them threw in

iey Justice Stanley Mosk, also an appointee of a Democratic governor,
for good measure.) The groups were for the most part quite right-

the wing and did not seem to represent a broad spectrum of the elec

ar- torate; but I met with some close friends, and we decided that I

p. should have the advice of a political consultant just in case a se
rious threat developed.

Ity It did, and quite soon thereafter. Meeting under the unofficial
auspices of the state District Attorneys’ Association, a group of
deputy district attorneys from throughout California—though

re- again I was assured by “knowledgeable” people that they were

di- only after the chief justice—adopted a resolution opposing the

ice three Brown appointees. Justice Mosk was also scheduled to be on

xt the ballot if he decided to seek an additional term on the court; but

er- though he appeared on the basis of his opinions to be a natural tar

ith get for the deputy district attorneys, they withheld taking a posi

gn tion on him pending his decision on whether to run.
By the spring of 1985 it was apparent that the opposition cam-

by paign was going to be formidable. There were two main organiza

ler tions. One of them, Crime Victims for Court Reform, was headed

be by Bill Roberts, former manager of the gubernatorial campaigns of

rig both George Deukmejian and Ronald Reagan. Its publicity fea

on hired relatives of victims in a number of murder cases, but it re

ce ceived substantial funding from the farm Bureau Federation and

as the Western Growers Association. Additional contributions along

ut the way came from oil and gas interests, insurance interests, and

real estate interests.
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The other organization, headed by “tax crusaders” Howard gani
Jarvis and Paul Gann (who sponsored Proposition 13 in 1978), was tion
called Californians to Defeat Rose Bird. Despite its name, the orga- to m
nization had identified me, Justice Reynoso, and Justice Mosk as was
covilains. It relied on extensive direct mailings—a technique de- her
veloped and perfected by the Jarvis-Gann group—to raise funds othe
for the campaign and, incidentally, for the campaign’s organizers. I and
recall a mailing the group sent out: it invited recipients to identify posi
their own individual targets and contribute a suggested amount for bein
each. I was insulted to discover that the suggested amount for the tice
chief justice was four times the suggested amounts for the rest of who
us. In early 1986 the two groups joined forces under the banner of relu(
the California Coalition for Court Reform and dropped opposition prep
to Justice Mosk. chiel

The question was what sort of campaign, if any, was to be own
waged on our behalf. One possibility that occurred to me, and that tere
I discussed with my friends, was to do nothing. After all, the early N
poi1s showed that I was ahead among people who had an opinion to cc
about me, and the fact that this included a relatively small percent- lost)
age of voters—the remainder either not knowing who I was or the’
having no reaction—seemed to me an advantage rather than a ha- to t1
biity. When a friend asked me how it felt to have less name recog- two
nition than a baby who had been born the previous week to farah mair
Fawcett, I said it felt just fine. Moreover, doing nothing and allow- date
ing others to come to my defense if necessary—and if they were of tervi
a mind to do so—would avoid the unpleasantness and appear- visic
ances of impropriety that I suspected would attend any vigorous I
campaign. enjo’

Political pros, however, persuaded me that a do-nothing ap- bow
proach was exceedingly dangerous—that low name recognition is tion,
evidence of a vacuum that can be filled one way or the other by spea
media advertising, and that if I left it to the opponents to fill that cour
vacuum, I would lose. Though I lost anyway, events proved their lunc
analysis was probably correct. My friends persuaded me that try- (two
ing to remain “pure” by doing nothing was a form of suicide not chall
demanded by legal ethics and certainly not contemplated by the
system of elections the state constitution had established. polit

Justice Reynoso and I both favored encouraging the formation of but
a single, statewide group, independent and bipartisan, perhaps or- well
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ard ganized by leaders of the state bar. Both of us received communica
/ was tions from lawyers and others around the state who were prepared
orga- to move in that direction if we gave the nod. But the chief justice
sk as was adamantly opposed to such a development. On the basis of
e de- her prior experience in the 1978 election she had become wary of
unds others purporting to act on her behalf, and she insisted on forming
ers. I and controlling her own separate committee. In the face of her op
ntify position there seemed little prospect of an independent group
it for being formed at that time, even one limited to the support of Jus
ir the tice Reynoso and myself. Though there were lawyers and others
st of who did not like the chief and who did like the two of us, they were
ier of reluctant to go public with that position, and lawyers who were
ition prepared to support all three of us were reluctant to incur the

chief’s wrath. In the end Justice Reynoso and I each formed our
:0 be own campaign committees, hired political consultants, and en
I that tered the battleground.
early Nothing in my prior experience had equipped me for what was
tnion to come. In the late 196os I ran for the city council in Berkeley (and
cent- lost), but Berkeley politics is hardly a model for the state—I was
3S Or the “fascist” candidate in a field that ranged from liberal Democrat

a- to the far left. In addition, campaigning locally and statewide are
cog- two quite different beasts. I had dabbled in statewide politics, but
arah mainly advocating issues and not working at the core of any candi
[low- date’s campaign. Traveling about the state giving speeches and in-
re of terviews, engaging in intensive political fund-raising, making tele
ear- vision spots—all of this was to me a new adventure.

rous I have to say that there were aspects of the experience that I

enjoyed, or that at least I considered valuable. A candidate is
ap- bound to derive from a campaign a certain amount of ego satisfac

fl 1s tion, whatever the nature of the opposition. Besides, I like public
‘r by speaking, and I felt a challenge in trying to explain myself and the
that courts to audiences in nonlegal communities, such as at Rotary Club

their luncheons or union meetings. Speaking to law enforcement groups
try- (two of which ended up endorsing me) was of course a special
not challenge.
the Moreover, I learned a great deal in the process, not only about

political campaigns in general and judicial campaigns in particular,
)n of but also about my state and the people in it, and about my self as
s or- well. Appellate justices tend to live rather restricted lives, and the
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process of meeting and communicating with people from various
parts of the state and various walks of life is mutually instructive, par

That much, at least, I can say for judicial elections. As a student rest

who came to hear me speak at a state university put it, if it were not Caff

for the election, I probably would not have been there. one

I would also concede that judicial elections can serve a useful eral

purpose in maintaining public confidence in the judiciary. There 05

was a time in our nation’s history when judges were drawn from abo

narrow segments of society and were seen as representing the in- waE

terests of particular groups or classes. That can happen again. In- the)

deed, perhaps the public in California saw us in that light. The Stat

public expression of discontent through the ballot may have a cer- oth

tam regenerative effect. tati

There is, however, a darker side to a judicial election, which i dea

found myself confronting with increasing intensity as the campaign I

wore on. I do not mean simply the wear and tear on the candidate— and

that is a characteristic of any political campaign; and though trying goc

to undertake campaign tasks under the pressure of judicial duties 155t

and being attacked publicly as a judge who is callous to the victims a Si

of crime are not pleasant experiences, the price is surely one that
the public has a right to exact if the process is otherwise worth- in t

while. It is the peculiar aspects of being a statewide candidate in a and

judicial election that are the subject of my concern. WOl

I did not fully appreciate, when I was appointed to the court, the con

handicaps that canons and traditions of judicial ethics and de- OUS

corum impose on a judge in such an election. Unlike most candi- can

dates for elective office, I could make no campaign promises. If I 1
the

knew about opinions yet to be filed that would be pleasing to the
voters (as was the case), I could not talk about them. My “plat- imr
form” was limited to my past.

Moreover, the tradition is that a sitting judge is not supposed to I me

talk publicly about opinions he or she has written or joined in such anc

a way as to provide an interpretation of the decision. Part of the
reasoning behind that tradition is that an opinion in which more ath

than one judge joins is a collegial pràduct, and each judge may the
have a different view as to its meaning. Another part is that a judge my

should not be in the business of announcing in advance how he or
she might rule if a particular issue comes before the court, and pub
lic interpretation of a judge’s remarks may have that effect. wa
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Whatever their force in the abstract, these considerations are

tive. particularly potent when a court has before it cases that bear close

dent resemblance to cases previously decided. This was so, in ‘the 1986

not campaign, with respect to death penalty cases. There were about
one hundred fifty death penalty judgments awaiting court consid

;eful eration, and for me to talk publicly about past death penalty cases

here posed the risk that I would be understood as expressing an opinion

rom I about issues in pending cases as well. Death penalty jurisprudence

in- I was in a state of flux during this period at the federal level, and

• In- there was constant discussion within our court as to what United

The States Supreme Court precedents required. Anything that I or any

cer- other justice said in that sensitive arena was subject to misinterpre
tation. I decided that it would be improper for me to talk about

[ch j death penalty cases in more than a very general way.

aign I also felt constrained about attacking my adversaries in public,
and in particular about questioning their motivations. There was

ying good reason to believe that for many of them the death penalty

ities issue was a cover for objections to decisions in other areas or for

tims a simple desire to make room on the court for appointments by a

that conservative governor whom everyone expected to win reelection
in the gubernatorial race. But the fact is that I expected to win also,

in a and 1 did not want to contribute to an atmosphere of hostility that
would continue to hover over the court’s deliberations in years to

the come. After all, the governor, the district attorneys, and the van

de- , ous business interests who were contributing to the opposition

ndi- campaign were all frequent litigants before the court. So, much to

If I the chagrin of the reporters who constantly lust after direct con-

the frontation, I limited my comments to issues I could discuss in an

lat- impersonal way.
The constraints on campaigning were much less troublesome for

d to me than the problem of fund-raising. The opposition started early

;uch and was raising big money for an announced media campaign. At

the first I thought I could get by with a low-level response; but on the

‘ore advice of persons experienced in politics I decided I had to plan for

may the worst, and so my committee set out to raise a million dollars on

idge my behalf.

.e or We came close to our target, raising a bit more than nine hun

)ub- dred thousand dollars, but that was peanuts compared to what

was raised elsewhere in the campaign. Altogether my committee,
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those of Chief Justice Bird and Justice Reynoso, and the indepen- I rc
dent committee formed late in the campaign raised nearly $4.5 mil- (ye
lion. The opposition raised more than $7 million, and that does not out
include the amounts spent by political candidates who found it to tad

their advantage to include an anti—Rose Bird message in their own pri
advertising. Twelve million dollars to decide whether three justices
of the Supreme Court should remain in office! I could not help infi
thinking how many homeless people could have been housed and tha
fed with all that cash. mo

The process of raising that money was one of the worst experi- thi]
ences of my life. We had fund-raising events, we sent fund-raising the
letters, and worst of all we made fund-raising phone calls. At first I me
resisted personally asking anyone for money, but our canons of ju- of I
dicial ethics in California expressly permit a judge who is opposed ele
in an election to do that, and I was finally persuaded that I had to hea
do it if we were to come anywhere near our fund-raising goal. con

Money came from a variety of sources, but a large part of it pro
came from persons and groups—lawyers and labor unions, for ex- sys
ample—that had some interest, not to say stake, in the judicial pro- abL
cess and in the outcome of cases. The same was true of the oppo- to)
sition: agricultural, insurance, oil and gas, and other business I
interests contributed large sums. And under California law there atir
was no way I could insulate myself from knowing who had contrib- atta
uted. I had to sign periodic reports to a state agency listing each pro
contribution and its source, and so did the opposition. All of this duff
was not only personally distasteful but also unseemly and, un- tivE
avoidable as it seemed to be, almost certainly erosive of public con- yot
fidence in the long run. ers

The ugliness of fund-raising hit me toward the end of the cam- we]
paign in a most dramatic way. I was talking to a lawyer in Los An- de
geles at the bar of a hotel where I was to speak. He informed me sho
that someone had called him to ask for money for both me and Jus- tha
tide Reynoso and had told him that the two of us were keeping tabs sio;
on who contributed and who did not and that once we were con- I
firmed, we would keep that in mind when it came to deciding jud
cases. The information made me very upset, and I begged him to the
tell me the name of the person who had called him so that I could car
take steps to correct the situation; but he declined to do so. When I Op
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I returned to San francisco, I called my professional fund-raiser

mu- (yes, of course, I had several of those) and told him to get the word

s not out that if I learned the identity of anyone who engaged in such

it to tactics, I would personally report him to the state bar. He was sur

own prised at my intensity.
tices I am confident that any judge worthy of his robes would not be

help influenced by such considerations. I made clear in my speeches

• and that lawyers and others who supported me could expect nothing

more in return than my attempt to do an honest job. But I would

pen- think that the appearance of impropriety, especially in the eyes of

ising the general public, is unavoidable. As the Texas Supreme Court

irst I met to consider Texaco’s appeal from a $io-bihion verdict in favor

)f ju- of Pennzoil, the judges (who are elected to their seats in contested

osed I elections) heard on both sides from lawyers who had contributed

td to heavily to their campaigns. As it happened, Pennzoil’s lawyers had

contributed approximately $315,000 to Texaco’s mere $72,000. A

of it professor at the University of Texas was quoted in defense of the

r ex- system as saying, “You use your resources to elect legislators favor-

pro- able to your position; it’s no different than electing judges favorable

to your position.” I think it is.
Even more disturbing than the fund-raising, however, was the

here atmosphere generated by the nature and focus of the opponents’

trib- attack. Their subtext was in accord with the premise of the Texas

each professor: confirming judicial appointments through election is no

this different than choosing among candidates for legislative or execu

Un- tive office; if you like their “voting record,” vote for them, and if

con- you do not, vote against them. Many politicians and editorial writ

ers reiterated that view. Early polling showed that the message was

:am- well received. Though voters were nominally supportive of an in-

An- dependent judiciary, a poii by Pat Caddell in the spring of 1985

me showed that they believed by a margin of 6$ percent to 24 percent

Jus- that they should vote against retention of judges with whose deci

tabs sions they disagreed.
Don- By decisions it is clear that what is meant is not the opinion the

ling judge has written or signed, expressing the legal justification for

n to I the result, but the result itself, pure and simple. This was the score

)uld card approach, which achieved its peak in the death penalty arena.

hen j Opponents tabulated our votes in death penalty cases so as to
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show the number of cases in which we had voted to affirm or to ing a
reverse, typically without the slightest mention, much less criti- situa
cism, of the reasons underlying our opinions. tical

Governor Deukmejian invoked the scorecard approach when in right
late August of 1986 he finally announced his position regarding twee
Justice Reynoso and myself. He had indicated his opposition to the ferer
chief justice back in 1984, and in the spring of 1986 he was challeng- I sidei
ing his opponent, Mayor Tom Bradley of Los Angeles, to take a posi- judic
tion on her retention when a reporter asked him about Reynoso and mon
me. He replied that on the basis of our records to that date he was gain
inclined to vote against us but intended to wait and see how we TI
decided future death penalty cases. Justice (now Chief Justice) j adr
Malcolm Lucas, an ex-partner of Deukmejian, told me that he had ofter
spoken personally with the governor and recommended that he aren
endorse me. But in August the governor announced his opposition reter
to both of us, relying on the fact that Justice Reynoso had voted to tIi
affirm in only one death penalty case, and Tin five, to conclude that then
we were not “objective” in that arena. Di

The shallowness of that approach is reflected in Governor elect
Deukmejian’s comparison of our “voting records” in death penalty had
cases with that of our colleague, Justice Mosk. He observed that lieve
Justice Mosk had voted to affirm in a greater number of cases, the wror
implication being that if another “liberal” judge had found it in his over]
heart to do such a thing, there must be something wrong with our “plai
perceptions. The fact is that nearly all of the cases in which Justice wou
Mosk voted to affirm while I voted to reverse fell into one of two to bf
categories. Some of them were cases in which the jury had been said
instructed that it should not consider sympathy for the defendant; to nc
Justice Mosk adhered to his dissenting view that such an instruc- then
tion was permissible, whereas I followed the majority holding in I her
People v. Easley, decided prior to my arrival on the court, that such publ
an instruction violated federal constitutional standards. In the Ai
other category of cases Justice Mosk and I disagreed on how to ap- ity ti
ply standards for reversible error established by the United States the 1
Supreme Court and our court for situations in which the jury is not penc
instructed that it must find intent to kill in order to impose the death cand
penalty. This latter area of the law was in a state of flux, and in one sam€
of the pending death penalty cases I wrote a dissenting opinion, any
which Justice Mosk and Justice Lucas both signed, aimed at arriv- ticul
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cO ing at a constitutionally acceptable procedure for dealing with such
riti- situations. (I have described the dimensions of that legal and prac

tical dilemma in chapter 6.) My point, of course, is not that I was
I in right and that Justice Mosk was wrong but that there existed be
ing tween us legitimate legal disagreements that accounted for the dii-
the ference in the “scores.” To concentrate on the results without con
rig- sidering the reasons seems hardly a legitimate means of evaluating
Dsi- judicial performance. Besides, the governor failed to say how many

more death penalty judgments I would have to vote to affirm to
vas gain his approval.

The issue is more than that of fairness to the candidate—though
[Ce) I admit I still burn when I think about it. I recognize that politics is
iad often unfair, and that people who choose to enter the political
he arena (if that is what we want to say judges do when they run for

ion retention) have to take that into account. What concerns me more
[to is the impact on our body politic—on courts and the way we view

a them—of such a cost-accounting approach to judicial evaluation.

During the campaign I declared that it was my goal to go to bed
nor election night knowing, as best one can know such things, that I

had not decided any case differently because of the election. I be-

- lieve I achieved that goal, but I have to recognize that I may be
the wrong. At no time while I was on the court did I participate in or
his overhear any discussion as to how a particular opinion would
Dur “play” in the public ear. Any judge who articulated such a concern
.ice would have been frowned at by his colleagues. But one would have
WO to be superhuman not to think about such things—Justice Kaus
en said it was like brushing your teeth in the bathroom and trying not
tnt, to notice the crocodile in the bathtub. And having thought about
uc- them, how does a judge make sure that they do not influence his or
in her opinion one way or the other—by yielding imconsciously to

ich I public pressure or bending over backward to avoid it?
the After he left the bench, Justice Kaus acknowledged the possibil
ap- ity that a key vote of his during the 1982 campaign when he was on
tes ( the ballot may have been affected, perhaps subconsciously, by the
not pendency of that election. There is profound truth, as well as great
ath candor, in that acknowledgment. I would have to acknowledge the
)ne same dilemma, particularly with respect to death penalty cases. In

any event, whether such a campaign in fact influences how par-
iv- ticular judges decide cases, it is likely to give rise to the perception
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that it does. Indeed, in an election in which the public is told time and

and again that judges are politicians like anyone else on the ballot, deati

it would be surprising if the public did not believe that. keep

The point was brought home to me toward the end of the cam- Reyr

paign when the court filed an opinion, which I wrote, essentially marl

affirming a death penalty judgment. Justice Reynoso joined in that nent

opinion, and the spokesperson for the crime victims group held a m r

press conference to announce that we had done so only to attract nega

voter support. I could not help reflecting on what the defendant the i
and his attorney must have thought when they read the report of the c

that press conference. set ti

There were people, including some lawyers and law professors, did i

who voiced criticism of Chief Justice Bird on grounds other than I I

her decisions in criminal cases, and to some extent that was true penc

also of criticism of Justice Reynoso and myself. Business interests,
particularly, were probably not nearly as concerned with decisions pwft

in death penalty cases as they were with decisions they perceived time

as overly protective of the interests of consumers, workers, and ac- dorsf

cident victims. A group of lawyers from a Los Angeles firm issued appl

a “white paper” during the campaign in which they identified a spoli

number of such decisions and criticized them, I responded by fact t

pointing out that I had not participated in most of the cases they turbi

criticized and by observing some inaccuracies and distortions in tice I

their analysis. I did not consider, however, that I could legitimately that I

ask voter support on the basis that my decisions were favorable to a of foi

particular group or class, since I considered that to be a wholly in- on Hi

appropriate criterion for judicial evaluation, the e

It seems clear, in any event, that the law-and-order issue, d lent

within that primarily the death penalty issue, determined the out- nothi

come. My low name recognition and my substantial lead among coun

those who had an opinion remained until the closing weeks of the deny

campaign when the opposition, satisfied that the chief justice was
going to lose, went after Justice Reynoso and myself with thirty- with,

second television spots linking the two of us to Rose Bird and the elect;

death penalty issue. One of these featured an emotional presenta- and c

tion by a mother complaining that the Supreme Court had set aside Some

the death penalty judgment against the murderer of her child and ° ITh

implying that the murderer was on the loose as a result, The spot JudgE

did not mention that a second trial had already been conducted to hai
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time and that the murderer had again been convicted and sentenced to

illot, death. Another television spot told viewers that if they wanted to

keep the death penalty in California, they should vote no on Bird,

sam- Reynoso, and Grodin. That spot pictured a hand with a ballot

:ially marker coming down on the “no” box opposite each of our promi

that nently featured names. After those television spots began to run,

1d a my name recognition increased dramatically, and along with it my

tract negative rating. Polls throughout the campaign showed that it was

dant the perceived leniency of the chief justice and “her” court toward

irt of the death penalty and criminal defendants generally that most up

set the voters, and exit poiis confirmed that it was these issues that

3ors, did us in.

than I had my own television spots. One of them pictured a real su

true perior court judge declaring that I was a “judge’s judge” and had

ests, written a key opinion applying the Victim’s Bill of Rights. A second

ions pictured two police officers walking away from the scene of a night

ived time arrest and announcing that both their organizations had en

U ac- dorsed me. A third featured me saying something banal about

3ued applying the law. Though professionals thought they were “good

a spots” (I guess they were), and though they were all truthful, the

fact that it seemed necessary to appeal to voters this way was dis

they turbing. The chief justice ran some high-minded ads, whereas Jus

s in tice Reynoso’s ads were similar to mine. An independent group

ately that formed toward the end of the campaign with the participation

to a of former governor Pat Brown attempted to garner public support

y in- on the basis of court decisions that “favored” consumers, workers,
the environment, and accident victims—roughly the liberal equiva

and lent of the result-oriented campaign of the right. The fact is that

out- nothing we did, or could think of doing, came anywhere near

long countering the emotional impact that the opponents were able to

f the derive from the opposition’s victim-based appeal.

was Throughout the campaign I debated—with myself as well as

Lrty- with others—the question of the criteria appropriate to such an

I the election. Editorial writers, politicians, lawyers and legal scholars,

mta- and our supporters and opponents all expressed a variety of views.

iside Some of them I found useful, others not. A useful view, it seemed

and to me, had to begin with some notion of what it means to be a

spot judge and had to combine that with some notion of what it means

icted to have a judicial election. If, for example, one were to view judges
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as being in the business of making laws in essentially the same
manner as legislators, who bring to bear in each case nothing more mi
than their personal policy preferences or the immediate views of a
their constituency, then it would seem quite appropriate to adopt
the criteria implicit (and sometimes explicit) in the opposition to
the three of us. In the previous chapter I explained why I think that thE
view of the judicial process is distorted and unfaithful to reality.

I could not in good conscience, however, advocate the polar
view—that judges simply apply the law, and nothing more. Such a
view would support the proposition that election criteria should be dif
extremely narrow—perhaps limited to impeachable offenses and tre
the like, or possibly extending to some judgment of incompetency
based on performance—but it is not a view that comports with my lik(
understanding of the judicial process nor, I think, with anyone car
else’s understanding. It requires no legal genius to recognize that
Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice O’Connor of the United States
Supreme Court typically reach different conclusions than Justices wii
Brennan and Marshall, nor to understand that the difference must
be attributable to something other than their abilities to read the
Constitution and prior precedents. Some of our supporters (and
perhaps we ourselves on occasion) invoked the model of the urn- tat
pire to argue for restrictive criteria; but insofar as that model con- wa
jures the image of someone simply calling balls and strikes, I can- tb
not say it appealed to me, be

In the course of the campaign I attempted to articulate the mid- alt’
die ground I expressed in the preceding chapter—that the judicial ye
function ranges along a continuum from constraint to discretion m
deuending on the area of law involved and the nature of the par- ma
ticular case—but I found it hard gomg for two reasons. First, the an
concepts involved in that proposition are not so easy to explain, vel
particularly in a brief interview. Second, the criteria appropriate to ma
the middle ground are not so clear. a s:

There are, I think, several criteria that are in theory appropriate ric
to the middle ground. For example, one might attempt to deter
mine whether a particular judge is in fact faithful to his or her obli- nat
gation to follow the law in those situations where its meaning wh
seems clear. In those cases in which the judge is called on to bring are
value judgments to bear, one might attempt to determine whether ten
a particular judge is acting within the historical mainstream of
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ne
community values, which it is his or her duty to consult. One

iore
might ask whether a particular judge is so much the captive of a
particular ideology or outlook that he or she cannot perform as
a judge is expected to perform.

th
These are theoretically acceptable criteria; the problem is that

they are not particularly useful. Identifying the extent to which a
judge’s personal outlook may have contributed to a judgment in a

h
particular case is at best a highly esoteric task. Law professors who

I be
devote their lives to studying judges and their legal opinions have

d
difficulty making, let alone agreeing on, such judgments. It is ex

an
tremely difficult in an election campaign for a voter even to obtain
information that would support that sort of analysis. Hence what is
likely to happen—what in fact did happen during the 1986 election
campaign—is that voters will rely on the kinds of judgments with
which they are much more familiar and about which the relevant

a es
information is far more accessible—namely, whether they agree

ices
with the conclusions the judge reached in particular cases or cate
gories of cases. Reliance on that criterion, as I have argued, poses a

d
severe threat to the integrity of the judicial process.

I It is possible that I am exaggerating the threat. Some commen
tators have suggested that the California judicial election of 1986

1 was a unique phenomenon, the product of a peculiar concatena
tion of an unpopular chief justice, appointed by a governor who

nid-
became equally unpopular, and public furor over the death pen
alty. They may be right, and I hope they are, but I doubt it. Two
years earlier a similar law-and-order campaign was waged against
my friend Hans Linde of the Oregon Supreme Court, though he
managed to prevail. As I write this paragraph I have in front of me
an article from the Wall Street Journal that describes a similar de

am,
velopment in Texas, where for the first time in that state’s history a

e 0 majority of its Supreme Court justices are about to be chosen in

iate
a single election. “Fed up with losing court cases that expand the

- rights of plaintiffs to sue and collect high-dollar damages,” the ar
tide reports, “the business community has decided to try to elimi

1
nate the judges who vote that way—and replace them with judges

ling i who think as they do.” It says that several important business cases
rina
her

are headed for the state Supreme Court, including one that may de

f
termine under what circumstances Texas companies can test em-

1 0
ployees for drugs; and the business community, through campaign
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contributions to the justices, political ads, and anticourt editorials not
h-i trade publications, are trying to make sure they are decided histc
“correctly.” California tends to be a trendsetter, and I suspect its
reputation in that respect will endure. eral

So what to do if I am right, and the California experience turns (I c
out to be a model for other states? It is possible, as some political who
scientists would argue, that even taking into account the draw- bar.
backs that exist, we are better off with elections than without them. mea
Elections, they contend, provide a valuable means by which the
public may exercise ultimate control over the judicial branch and in cess
the process validate the functions that that branch performs, espe- for t
cially the function of constitutional review. An election may be reas
traumatic to the participants and the institution, and it may result with
in the removal of some judges who are doing a fine job, but (so the the
argument goes) public confidence in the judiciary is likely to be wou
enhanced. ther

I recognize there is some force to that argument, but I am not by a
persuaded. No other country in which courts exercise the function potE
of judicial review depends on elections to validate that function, or (anc
indeed any other judicial function. In this country the federal sys- proc
tern of lifetime appointments has, on the whole, worked quite well. L
The quality of federal judges has generally been high—probably Ne
higher than in the state courts—and though we have had periods cow
in which the United States Supreme Court was viewed as im- four
properly impeding the public will by declaring legislative acts un- Wh(
constitutional, we have as a nation resisted the numerous pro- suci
posals to alter the structure of the court on that account. priv

Moreover, state courts pose less of an obstacle to the implemen- ther
tation of majoritarian policies than do federal courts. If a state court fava
finds some governmental action invalid under the federal Consti- am
tution, its decision is reviewable by the United States Supreme i
Court, If it finds such an action invalid under the state constitu- I neai
tion, its decision is subject to reversal by constitutional amendment the
far more readily than in the case of the federal Constitution. In relir
fact, there is nothing that state courts do that the public cannot whc
undo—at least for the future—by acting through their elected rep- tion
resentatives or directly through the ballot. That concerns about des
“accountability” should require elections for state court judges but
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not for federal court judges, though understandable in terms of
cIed history, seems illogical.
t its My first preference, were I given the option, would be the fed

eral model of lifetime appointments, at least for appellate judges.
UIT1S (1 concede there may be a better argument for electing trial judges,
itical who come into closer contact with the public and the practicing
raw- bar.) I would combine that model, however, with some substantial
iern. means of either limiting or passing on the governor’s power of ap

t e pointment so as to enhance public confidence in the selection pro-
id m cess. This can be done through a merit system, in which applicants
spe- for the bench are screened by a blue-ribbon commission but for
y e reasons I expressed earlier I think that approach should be viewed
esult with skepticism. I think an expanded procedure for considering

the the governor’s selection would be preferable to a procedure that
.0 e would limit his or her selection. Expansion could be achieved ei

ther through a broad-based commission or through confirmation
not by a branch of the state legislature. The latter procedure carries a

tion potential for political shenanigans, to be sure, but it is impossible
fl, 01 (and in my view undesirable) to exclude politics from the selection

process altogether.
Lifetime appointment is not the only alternative to elections.

)ably New York has adopted the fixed-term approach for its highest
iods court: gubernatorial appointment, pursuant to a merit plan, to a
im- fourteen-year term of office. That would be my second choice.
Ufl Whether the judge should be eligible for reappointment under

pro- such a system is debatable. If he is not, then the state may be de

prived of the services of a great judge in his or her prime. If he is,
nen- then we run the risk that the judge may be perceived as currying
.ourt favor with the incumbent governor through his or her decisions. I
nsti- am inclined to think that fourteen years is enough.
reme I realize, however, that neither of these changes is likely in the
titu- near future. In the absence of a more persuasive demonstration of
nent the defects inherent in judicial elections, the public is not about to
i. Ifl relinquish the right to vote for judges. The immediate question is
nnot whether there are things that can be done within the system of elec
rep- tions to insulate the judicial process from the types of risk I have
bout described.
but One area certainly deserving of attention is the funding of judi
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cial campaigns. Dean Gerald Uelemen of the University of Santa can I

Clara Law School has suggested that judges be required to dis- solul

qualify themselves in cases in which a party or counsel has contrib
uted in excess of a certain amount to the judge’s election or reelec- that

tion campaign. Such an approach has potential merit at the trial cess

level, where there are other judges who can readily be transferred to pi

to hear a case. It would be more awkward at the appellate level, proa

and particularly at the level of the Supreme Court, where there are throi

likely to be hundreds of cases pending at any one time and only a IS sa

limited number of judges to hear them. There is also the question less

of the scope of the disqualification principle. To avoid unseemliness, they

the principle would have to apply not only to cases in which a
hearing had been granted but also to those in which a petition for na ti

review is pending. And in order to avoid easy evasion, it would trul)

have to apply not only to individual lawyers who make contribu- such

tions but also to the law firms of which they are members. Yet if
those had been the ground rules during the 1986 campaign, one or cons
all of the three of us would have been disqualified in a majority of ing I

matters pending before the court. Perhaps that is not such a terrible the

thing in itself, but it certainly would have a chilling effect on contni- teria

butions by any lawyers who have, or think they may have, a case on t

before the court. That result must be viewed against the fact that the
the opposition would lie operating under no such constraints. Votc

Such a system would have to be adjusted to avoid placing the in- intel

cumbents at a serious disadvantage, his

Perhaps a more fruitful approach lies in the direction of public reca

financing, or financing through a lawyers’ trust fund, tied to accep- a sir

tance of limitations on contributions and spending. (Limitations eleci

not accepted by the candidate appear to pose serious problems Ii

under the United States Supreme Court’s decision in Buckley v. serv

Valeo, which held that restrictions on the extent of financial sup- ernc

port violate the First Amendment.) There have been experiments Umi

with all or portions of that approach in various parts of the country, sou

including Cleveland, Monroe County in New York, Dade County in
Florida, and the states of Wisconsin and North Carolina. Professor It

Schotland of Georgetown University Law Center proposes a na
tional project, backed by such organizations as the American Ju
dicature Society, the American Bar Association, and the Amen-
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anta can Law Institute, to focus attention on the problem and develop

dis- solutions.

trib- As regards the more general threat posed by judicial elections—

elec- that the substance of the campaign will politicize the judicial pro-

trial cess and create the appearance, if not the reality, of judges bowing

rred to public pressure—there are obviously no easy answers. One ap

vel, proach is to bolster confidence in the selection process, perhaps

are through some form of merit system. The theory is that a public that

ly a is satisfied with the manner in which judges are selected will be

;tion less likely to be suspicious of them or hostile toward them when

tess, they appear on the ballot. My view is that such an approach de

ch a serves consideration, but only on the basis of procedures and crite

1 for na that assure that the commission assigned to do the screening be

uld truly nonpartisan and broadly based. Avoidance of politics within

ibu- such a commission is no easy task.

‘et if Beyond that, I think we need to work toward a consensus of

e or constraint as to the criteria appropriate to a judicial election. Dur

:y of ing the 1986 election some politicians and editorial writers made

iible the argument that there was no point in talking about what the cri

teria should be because the state constitution contained no limits

on the sorts of considerations that could be brought to bear by

that the voters. That argument, of course, is a complete non sequitur.

ints. Voters know that they are free to vote on any basis they lilce; but an

in- intelligent voter considers on what basis, as a good citizen, to cast

his or her ballot. There is a consensus in most communities that a

iblic recall election demands different criteria than an ordinary election;

cep— a similar consensus needs to be developed with respect to judicial

ions elections. All of us have a responsibility to see to that development.

ems In 1988 in Berkeley a liberal lawyer ran for office against a con

y v. servative municipal court judge who had been appointed by Gov

sup- ernor Deukmejian. In response to an inquiry from a student at the

ents University of California who knew of my own experience and

Itry,
V sought my views concerning the election, I wrote the following:

ty in
ssor It is vital to insulate incumbent judges from gross political pressures

na-
in the performance of their duties. In order to do that we need to

establish a consensus of constraint. As applied to trial judges that
JU means in my view that we should vote to oust an incumbent judge

len- in favor of a challenger not simply because we like the challenger
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better, nor because we are unhappy with some of the incumbent’s
decisions, nor because the governor who appointed the judge of
fends us, but only when it is demonstrated to our satisfaction that
the incumbent is deficient as a judge in some important respect.
That we may regard a judge as being too “liberal” or “conservative”
is not sufficient unless we are convinced that the judge’s view of the
law and its relationship to society is so extreme that it lies outside the
mainstream of legal thought and community values. And we must
be very careful in making that judgment, so as to avoid creating an
atmosphere in which politics becomes the dominant criterion. If we
are unsure, I think we owe the incumbent the benefit of the doubt.

Such a self-imposed restraint, which I would adapt to retention
elections for appellate judges as well, is compatible both with our
right to vote in judicial elections and with our obligation as citizens
to vote with understanding. Moreover, it is essential if we are to
avoid damage to the important but fragile principle of an indepen
dent judiciary.
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ERWIN CHEMERINSKY 
 
 Erwin Chemerinsky is the founding Dean and Distinguished 
Professor of Law, and Raymond Pryke Professor of First Amendment 
Law, at UC Irvine School of Law, with a joint appointment in Political 
Science.  Prior to assuming this  position in 2008, he was the Alston and 
Bird Professor of Law and Political Science at Duke University from 
2004 to 2008, and before that was a professor at the University of 
Southern California Law School from 1983 to 2004, including as the 
Sydney M. Irmas Professor of Public Interest Law, Legal Ethics, and 
Political Science. 
 
 Dean Chemerinsky is the author of eight books, including “The 
Case Against the  Supreme Court,” published by Viking in 2014, and 
more than 200 law review articles.  He frequently argues appellate 
cases, including in the United States Supreme Court. 
 
 Dean Chemerinsky is a graduate of Northwestern University and 
Harvard Law School.  In 2014, National Jurist magazine named him as 
the most influential person in legal education in the United States. 



JOSEPH R. GRODIN 
 
After graduation from Yale Law School and a PhD from London School of 
Economics, Grodin practiced labor law in San Francisco and then became a 
professor at University of California, Hastings College of Law. In 1979 Governor 
Jerry Brown appointed him to the First District Court of Appeal, and in 1982 to the 
California Supreme Court, where he served as Associate Justice until 1987. He was 
removed from office, along with Chief Justice Rose Bird and Justice Cruz 
Reynoso, by the judicial election of 1986. Following his removal he returned to 
teaching at U.C. Hastings, where he continues teaching as Distinguished Emeritus 
Professor. He is the author of numerous books, including “In Pursuit of Justice”, in 
which he writes about the role of  a judge and judicial elections.  
 



CRUZ REYNOSO 
 
 Cruz Reynoso is currently the Boochever and Bird Professor of 
Law, Emeritus, at UC Davis School of Law, where he has been a faculty 
member since 2001.   
 
 After earning an associate degree at Fullerton Junior College and 
his bachelor’s degree from Pomona College in Claremont, Justice 
Reynoso served in the United States Army as a Special Agent in the 
Counter Intelligence Corps.  He then graduated from the University of 
California, Berkeley, School of Law (Boalt Hall), and was in private 
practice in El Centro, with breaks to serve as, among others, Associate 
General Counsel for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 
Washington, D.C., and Assistant Chief of the Division of Fair 
Employment Practices at the state Department of Industrial Relations.  
Afterward, from 1968 to 1972, he was the Deputy Director and then the 
Director of California Rural Legal Assistance. 
 
 Justice Reynoso was a law professor at the University of New 
Mexico from 1972 until Governor Jerry Brown appointed him to the 
Third District Court of Appeal in Sacramento in 1976.  In 1982, the 
governor appointed him an Associate Justice of the California Supreme 
Court.  Justice Reynoso served on the Supreme Court until 1987. 
 
 After his service on the Supreme Court, Justice Reynoso was Of 
Counsel at O’Donnell & Gordon and Special Counsel at Kaye, Scholer 
LLP.  Since 2002, he has been Special Counsel at Medina & 
ReidReynoso and ReidReynoso:  A Professional Legal Corporation.  He 
was a law professor at UCLA School of Law from 1991 to 2001. 
 
 Justice Reynoso has served on numerous commissions, including 
as a presidential appointee to the United Nations Commission on 
Human Rights and to the Select Commission on Immigration and 
Refugee Policy.  For over 10 years, he was the Vice-Chair of the United 
States Commission on Civil Rights.  He has also received many awards, 
including in 2000 the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the Nation’s 
highest civilian honor. 
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